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Powell 365 is an Office 365 intranet solution that is designed to drive communication and 
collaboration between coworkers, from anywhere, at any time, on any device and in any 
language. Our personalized portal pages respond to all employee needs. Corporate news, 
knowledge management and employee services keep everyone in the know. Based on 
Microsoft Office 365 and SharePoint, with Powell 365 you can streamline your deployment 
process and provide an engaging portal design while taking advantage of everything Micro-
soft technologies have to offer.

Powell Hub is the one-stop productivity service. With this all-in-one application, your 
employees can safely access their business apps, corporate documents and company
information in one click. Offer employees a foundation of business applications, push 
specific apps, and track usage with corporate analytics. This workspace for personal 
productivity will transform daily operations and bring all applications into one single 
platform helping employees stay focused. 



Powell Teams offers comprehensive features in order to streamline the usage and the 
management of Microsoft Teams. For end users, Powell Teams offers a full fledge dashboard 
to easily access Teams information that counts most. For the IT department, Powell Teams 
offers comprehensive capabilities to govern and manage Teams lifecycle. Also, it enables 
to create Teams based on pre-configured templates.

Powell Manager is the back-end governance tool that helps our partners and customers 
design and manage their digital workplace projects over time, in a fast and cost-effective 
way. Benefit from ready to use out-of-the-box templates, design all aspects of your portal 
structure, integrate your potential custom developments and define your mobile app, all 
from one fully secured place. 



Drive your Office 365 adoption and 
increase employee engagement with
the Powell Software Suite. 
Revolutionize corporate communication, 
boost company productivity and simplify 
all aspects of portal design, deployment 
and governance. 
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